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Figure S1: Top panel: Photograph of the smoking machine. Bottom panel: Schematic drawing. 1: electric contact-free lighter, made up from a halogen lamp (HL) and a quartz rod; 2: 3R4F research cigarette placed under the fishtail chimney, the white arrow indicates applied forced airflow; 3: cigarette/product holder and Cambridge Filter pad holder. The gray rectangle indicates two interchangeable setups for gas phase analysis (GP) or for whole smoke analysis (WS); 4: two impingers containing the spin trap solution; 5: vacuum pump (VP). Same numbers refer to same parts in both figures.
Figure S2:
Soap bubble flow meter. The bubble surface level is adjusted with a syringe to 100 mL and then the silicon tube is inserted into the cigarette holder of the smoking machine. During the puff, the soap bubble moves down towards the silicon tube. The difference in bubble level before and after the puff indicates the real puff volume. . 
Considerations on the choice of spin traps, solvent, and concentration
In principle, one would like to quantify free radicals under conditions that are as close as possible to their uptake in the lungs, i.e., by contact of whole smoke with a solvent that mimics lung fluid. Lung fluid is an aqueous solution of surfactants and is mimicked by water or physiological salt solutions supplemented with sodium dodecylsulfate, phospholipids, or lung surfactant extracts; a synthetic simulated lung fluid based on the composition of human respiratory tract lining fluid has been recently proposed. 1 Surfactant solutions are impractical in our setup, as they would lead to extensive bubble formation. With reasonable spin trap concentrations, Baum et al. did not succeed in trapping detectable amounts of radicals in polar solvents, 2 although this can be achieved with much higher concentrations of 1 M DEPMPO 3 or 4 M DMPO. 4 We refrained from using such high concentrations because they raise the spectre of generation of spin trap adducts by side reactions rather than by trapping primary radicals.
Our results confirm those of Baum et al. 2 and extend them to a broader range of spin traps. Neither in water nor in ethanol we could detect any radical adducts. As an unpolar solvent, benzene was used in many previous studies, mostly with PBN and DMPO spin traps. We have substituted it by the less toxic toluene, which leads to similar results. 2 Except for DIPPMPO, which is inefficient in trapping free radicals from the gas phase of 3R4F research cigarette smoke, and DMPIO, which leads to very poor sensitivity, all spin traps provide EPR spectra with reasonable intensity when used at concentrations in the 1-40 mM range even without oxygen removal.
Based on these results we selected BMPO and PBN for further experiments. PBN is the most widely used spin trap in cigarette smoke studies, but its peroxy radical adducts are known to be unstable under ambient light conditions. 5 The spectra of the ROS adducts of DMPO and BMPO due to ·OH and ·OOH radicals are very similar and both spin traps appear well suited for their quantification, although the reaction of ·OH with toluene may be too fast at ambient temperature for trapping it in this solvent. Although DMPO is more affordable and has been more extensively been used in the past, we have opted for BMPO as it provides very similar spectra at significantly higher sensitivity. Although TMIO provides similar sensitivity as BMPO and PBN, spectra are harder to interpret since this spin trap has been used to date less frequently.
In further experiments, concentration of PBN was varied between 2 and 100 mM without deoxygenation and between 2 and 50 mM with deoxygenation. While a trend to higher spectral intensity with increasing spin trap concentration was observed, the results were not conclusive, probably because of an interdependence between optimal spin probe concentration and optimal solution volume. For quantification we thus used a concentration of 50 mM PBN, which is close to optimal. For BMPO, dissolving one bottle in the toluene volume needed to perform a series on all products with the same batch of spin probe solution affords a concentration 8.14 mM, which is close to the 10 mM concentration that provided high sensitivity in the screen of different spin traps (Figure 1 ).
Deoxygenation method
Since oxygen is a ground-state triplet molecule, it causes electron spin relaxation of radicals and thus leads to line broadening. Whereas the effect is only mild in aqueous solution, it is drastic in unpolar solvents, such as toluene, where oxygen is highly soluble (Figure S4 ). In this case, deoxygenation provides both higher resolution and higher sensitivity -since the double integral of the spectrum remains the same, line amplitudes increase strongly with line narrowing. Since spin trapping of smoke cannot be performed in the absence of oxygen, as oxygen is required for tobacco burning, deoxygenation must be performed after trapping, which leads to the disadvantage of potential spin adduct decay. For vaping products, the same procedure is followed to ensure comparability and because the oxygen is present during aerosol generation during use of the products.
Two deoxygenation methods were tested, bubbling by nitrogen and freeze-pump-thaw cycles. Bubbling is faster and thus affords a lower intensity of an impurity signal due to the oxygenated spin trap ( Figure S4 ). In our hands, such bubbling led to toluene evaporation even when the nitrogen was first passed through an impinger filled with pure toluene. Because of this effect, the freeze-pumpthaw cycle technique had better reproducibility and was preferred.
Kinetic analysis of NO trapping
Kinetic analysis has been performed by repeating the EPR measurement of a given solution over several minutes and plotting the double integral (Supplemental Figure 9) . For the IQOS product, intensity was constant, but for both, whole smoke and the gas phase of 3R4F cigarettes the signal increased with time. Since the trapping reaction itself is fast, this indicates NO generation in the solution from other reactive species. Such NO generation is more pronounced in the gas phase that has passed the Cambridge filter pad than in whole smoke. Accordingly, the gas-phase signal increases from about 75% of the whole-smoke signal at the start of the measurement to about 168% of this signal in the long-time limit.
Shinagawa et al. have proposed to fit such data by first-order saturation kinetics C(t) = C · (1 -e -kt ), where C is the saturation concentration, t is time, and k is the rate constant. 6 As we do not know zero time exactly, we shifted the time axis by t0 and normalized data at time t0, giving a new time law I(t) = 1 + I · (1 -e -kt ), where I = exp(kt0)/[1-exp(-kt0)]. This time law provides reasonable fits (dashed black lines in Figure 5 ), considering that time t0 is not exactly defined as trapping continues over the whole time of smoking one cigarette. We find a rate constant kGP = 0.00673 min -1 for the gas phase and kWS = 0.0159 min -1 for whole smoke with values IGP = 1.9 and IWS = 0.2924, respectively. It is then possible to infer t0 by the expression t0 = ln[(1+I/I)]/k. We obtain t0,GP  63 min and t0,WS  93.5 min. Both values are much longer than the time between igniting the cigarette and measuring the first EPR spectrum, which indicates that the kinetic law is too simple. Indeed, Shinakawa et al. had fitted only the initial 25 min of their data by this model. Formation of NO in the
